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The bulk electronic structure of NiS2−xSex has been studied across the bandwidth-control Mott transition
(BCMT) using soft x-ray angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. We show that Se doping does not
alter the Fermi surface volume. When approaching the insulating phase with decreasing Se concentration,
we observed that the Fermi velocity continuously decreases. Meanwhile, the weight of the coherent
quasiparticle, which sits on a large incoherent spectrum, continuously decreases and is transferred to higher
binding energies, until it suddenly disappears across the Mott transition. In the insulating phase, there is
still finite spectral weight at the Fermi energy, but it is incoherent and dispersionless due to strong
correlations. Our results provide a direct observation of the distinct characters of BCMT in a multiband
non-half-filled system.
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The Mott transition is a metal-insulator transition (MIT)
due to the strong electron correlations. From a band picture,
Brinkman and Rice proposed that the Mott transition
occurs when the quasiparticle mass diverges and its weight
diminishes [1]. While in the single-band Hubbard model, it
occurs when the on-site Coulomb repulsion U is large
enough (compared with the bandwidth W), and splits a
half-filled band into a filled lower Hubbard band and an
empty upper Hubbard band [2]. These two pictures are
unified in the dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) cal-
culations for intermediate U [3], where the metallic phase
exhibits a complex spectral function with Hubbard bands at
high energies and quasiparticle bands at low energies. The
Mott transition occurs when the quasiparticle mass diverges
and its spectral weight is transferred completely to the
Hubbard bands with increasing U or decreasing W.
One could realize the Mott transition by controlling

either the filling or the bandwidth of the Hubbard bands [2].
In filling control, a partially filled Hubbard band is created
by doping, as in the cuprate superconductors. In bandwidth
control, W is tuned against U by applying physical or
chemical pressure, as inferred indirectly from the transport
properties of V2O3, NiS2−xSex, etc. [4,5]. The spectral
weight transfer and band evolution predicted by DMFT
have been observed in Ca1−xSrxVO3 [6,7]; however, since
it is metallic over the entire doping range, MIT is never
reached. So far, there lacks direct observation of the
momentum-resolved band structure evolution across the
bandwidth-control Mott transition (BCMT).
Real materials are seldom of single band, whose Mott

transition requires more sophisticated multiband calcula-
tions [8,9]. Because of its complexity, a comprehensive

theoretical understanding of the Mott transition in multi-
band systems is yet to be achieved and examined by the
experiments. NiS2−xSex is a prototypical non-half-filled
multiband BCMT system, with the MITat xc ∼ 0.4 [10–12]
[Fig. 2(a)]. According to the previous transport measure-
ments, the approach to the antiferromagnetic insulator
(AFI) phase with doping is characterized by an effective
mass enhancement in the paramagnetic metal (PM)
regime [Fig. 2(a)], and a decrease in carrier density in
the antiferromagnetic metal (AFM) regime [13]. The
decrease in carrier density was attributed to the shrinkage
of the Fermi surface (FS), but the FS has never been
resolved. On the other hand, in previous ultraviolet angle-
resolved photoemission (UV-ARPES) studies, a narrow
band of a many-body nature develops at the Fermi energy
(EF) in metallic phase [14]. However, it persists in the
insulating regime, which was attributed to possible carrier
doping by Se/S vacancies [15], or some surface states, since
UV-ARPES is a surface sensitive technique [16]. Recently,
another scenario was proposed against the BCMT [17],
where the gap was induced by the bonding-antibonding
splitting of S-S (Se-Se) dimer bands. The electronic
structure evolution of this prototype system across its
MIT thus needs a thorough examination.
We have investigated the bulk electronic structure of

NiS2−xSex by soft x-ray angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (SX-ARPES). The SX-ARPES provides
much better kz resolution and bulk sensitivity as its main
advantages over UV-ARPES [18–20]; it is thus suitable for
studying the bulk electronic structure of NiS2−xSex with a
cubic structure. The FSs are resolved, which show that
the Luttinger volume in the metallic regime is doping
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independent.Whenapproaching theAFIphase,weobserved
that the bandwidths and the Fermi velocities (VF) of the
coherent quasiparticle bands decrease and eventually dimin-
ish across theMIT.Meanwhile, the coherent spectral weight
is transferred into higher binding energies, and eventually
depleted entirely at theMIT. In contrast, there is always large
incoherent spectral weight over the studied doping range.
Ourdata reveal thedistinct electronic signatureofBCMTina
non-half-filled multiband system.
Single crystals of NiS2−xSex were synthesized with

dopings covering all phases in the phase diagram
[Fig. 2(a)] [21]. Those with x > 0.71 were grown by the
chemical vapor transport method [22], and the others by the
Te flux method [23]. The actual dopings were determined
by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy and confirmed by
resistivity measurements [24], consistent with Ref. [21].
The SX-ARPES data were taken with p-polarized light at
the Advanced Resonant Spectroscopies (ADRESS) beam

line of the Swiss Light Source (SLS) [25]. The overall
energy resolution is ∼80 meV. Samples were cleaved
in situ at the (001) plane and measured at 11 K under a
vacuum better than 5 × 10−11 mbar. Details of the charac-
terization of the samples from the same batch are provided
in the Supplemental Material [24].
The Brillouin zone (BZ) corresponding to the face-

centered-cubic (fcc) sublattice of Ni2þ in NiS2−xSex is
shown in Fig. 1(a) [24]. Along the two high symmetric
Γ-M-Z (pink) and Γ-X-Z (blue) planes [Fig. 1(a)], kz
dependent photoemission intensity distributions of NiS0.33
Se1.67 at EF are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), with the finite
photon momentum corrected. After assuming the inner
potential (V0) of 25 eV, the periodicity of the FS matches
that of the BZ for the fcc sublattice, rather than that of
the BZ for simple cubic lattice [24]. Three cross sections of
the FS taken with different photon energies in Fig 1(d)
show their three-dimensional structure. The dispersions
near EF are illustrated by the momentum distribution
curves (MDCs) along Γ-M and Γ-X in Figs. 1(e) and
1(f), respectively. We find that the FSs in the Γ-X-M plane
[lower panel of Fig. 1(d)] are composed of three sets: (i) a
hole pocket centered at Γ contributed by the band α, and a
hole pocket centered at X noted as α0 that is the counterpart
of α in the 2nd simple cubic BZ; (ii) an electron pocket
contributed by the band β centered atM; (iii) four small and
weak electron pockets at the corner of the simple cubic BZ,
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FIG. 1 (color online). Electronic structure of NiS2−xSex
(x ¼ 1.67). (a) The Brillouin zone (BZ) for the face-centered-
cubic sublattice of Ni2þ. (b),(c) The FS mapping in the Γ-M-Z
plane, and the Γ-X-Z plane, respectively. The green rectangles
illustrate the 1st BZ for the simple cubic lattice. (d) FS slices in
the Γ-X-M plane (hν ¼ 600 eV), the plane at the half BZ height
(660 eV), and a intermediate plane (638 eV), respectively, as
indicated by dashed curves in (b) and (c). All these intensities
were integrated over EF � 15 meV. The FS sheets are shown by
dashed curves. Part of the δ FS is hard to trace, as marked by the
thicker dashed curves. The hatched area indicates the Fermi patch
formed by cutting along the FS. (e),(f) Momentum distribution
curves near EF along Γ-M, and Γ-X, respectively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The phase diagram of NiS2−xSex
reproduced from Ref. [21], on which the MIT temperatures (TMI)
of our samples (red squares) are plotted as a function of doping
[24]. The averaged dopings for the sample batches are marked by
the diamonds. AFI, AFM, PI, and PM stand for antiferromagnetic
insulator, antiferromagnetic metal, paramagnetic insulator, and
paramagnetic metal, respectively. (b)–(f) The FS mapping for
various dopings in the Γ-X-M plane. The intensities are integrated
over EF � 15 meV and then normalized by the integrated
intensity at −4 eV. (g),(h) The MDC’s at EF normalized by
spectrum intensities for various dopings along Γ-X, and Γ-M,
respectively.
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contributed by the band δ. These detailed electronic
structures are not captured by the recent local-density
approximation (LDA) calculations, which give just one
electron pocket around Γ in NiSe2 [17]. Hereafter, we focus
on the data in the Γ-X-M plane, which represent the general
electronic structure.
Noting the lattice constant varies with doping from

5.96 (NiSe2) to 5.69 Å (NiS2) [26], we pinpoint the photon
energy that corresponds to the Γ-X-M plane for each
doping from high-kz-resolution photoemission intensity
distributions. The FS mapping in the Γ-X-M plane for
all measured dopings is shown in Figs. 2(b)–2(f), and there
is no detectable variation of FS in the metallic regime,
except for the fading of the α0 pocket possibly due to the
enhanced dimer disorder. The Fermi crossings along Γ-X
[Fig. 2(g)] and Γ-M [Fig. 2(h)] appear invariant. On the
other hand, the intensity at EF decreases gradually with
decreasing x, and the FSs disappear in the insulating phase.
The doping independent FS volume proves the isovalent
nature of the S/Se substitution, which also suggests the
validity of the Luttinger theorem with progressively
increasing correlations. Therefore, the decrease in carrier
density is not due to the proposed Luttinger volume

reduction [13,27], but the diminishing spectral weight
at EF.
In Fig. 3(a), the valence band spectra integrated over cut

#1 show two narrow peaks at −1.6 eV and just below EF,
respectively. These peaks are composed of both Ni 3d and
S/Se p states according to our resonant photoemission data,
confirming the charge transfer nature of the band structure
[11,24,28,29]. With decreasing x, one could observe a
reduction of the peak near EF, accompanied by a relative
enhancement of spectral weight at 0.5–1 eV below EF. The
peak at −1.6 eV behaves almost identically; its spectral
weight seems to be transferred to higher binding energies as
well, which indicates that all the 3d electrons are correlated
[15]. The peak near EF moves towards EF with decreasing
x, as observed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy before
[27]. It disappears in our SX-ARPES data for x ¼ 0.35, the
AFI phase. The narrow peak near EF observed previously
by UV-ARPES in the AFI phase may be originated from the
surface [14,15].
In the common picture of BCMT, bandwidth is the key

parameter whose evolution can only be extracted from
the bare band dispersion. Nevertheless, as illustrated before
both theoretically [30,31] and experimentally for the blue
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Doping dependence of the photoemission spectra integrated alongM-Γ-X (cut #1 in the inset) normalized by
total intensity. (b1)–(b5) MDC’s along Γ-M for doping x ¼ 1.67, 1.0, 0.57, 0.43, and 0.35, respectively. The blue open circle and red
triangle marks stand for features corresponding to the bands α or δ, and β, respectively. (c1)–(c4) Intensity along cut #2 as indicated in
the inset for doping x ¼ 1.67, 1.0, 0.57, and 0.43, respectively. (c5)–(c9) Intensity along cut #3 for doping x ¼ 1.67, 1.0, 0.57, 0.43,
and 0.35, respectively. (d1)–(d9) Energy distribution curves (EDC’s) corresponding to (c1)–(c9). (e) Integrated EDC’s along cut #3
(black solid curves) plotted with EDCs at Γ (black dashed curves), and the incoherent and dispersionless background (red solid curves).
(f1)–(f8) The EDCs of (c1)–(c8) after subtracting the incoherent background in panel (e). The open circles and triangles trace the
dispersions of α and β, respectively. (g),(h) The extracted dispersions, as color coded in (f1)–(f8), for bands α and β, respectively. The
inset illustrates the cuts #1, #2, and #3 in the Γ-X-M plane.
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bronze and cuprate [32–34], the bare band dispersion is
manifested as the MDCs centroid of the broad incoherent
spectrum. Indeed, the MDCs in Figs. 3(b1)–3(b5) show
highly dispersive features with rather weak doping depend-
ence for NiS2−xSex; thus, presumably the bare bandwidth is
not strongly influenced by the Se substitution. Such a
general feature is captured in the recent band calculations,
where the overall bandwidth decreases by less than 7%
from NiSe2 to NiS2 [17]. On the other hand, in the first
0.4 eV below EF, one could observe the doping dependence
of the spectral intensity distribution along cut #2
[Figs. 3(c1)–3(c4)] and #3 [Figs. 3(c5)–3(c9)]. The corre-
sponding energy distribution curves are shown in
Figs. 3(d1)–3(d9), respectively, where the spectra of the
metallic samples are made of a large incoherent and
dispersionless broad background and a weak dispersive
feature, while that of the insulating sample is featureless.
To obtain the incoherent and dispersionless background,

one could either take the broad spectrum at Γ (since one
would not expect any feature near EF), or combine the
momentum-independent part at individual binding energies
[24]. The similar results from these two methods are plotted
in Fig. 3(e), together with the angle-integrated spectra
along cut #3 for comparison. After subtracting the back-
ground, one can readily identify that the VF of the α and β

bands decrease with decreasing doping in Figs. 3(f1)–3(f8),
as summarized in Figs. 3(g)–3(h). We note that the
dispersionless feature shifts towards EF with decreasing
x [Fig. 3(e)], following the renormalization of the coherent
bands, which implies that the incoherent weight could be
some shake-off side bands from the coherent quasiparticles
by strong correlations.
The VF of the quasiparticle dispersions along both the

cuts #2 and #3 are summarized in Fig. 4(a). They drop
rapidly when approaching the Mott transition, and most
likely diminish at the transition based on its trend. Such a
strong enhancement or even diverging quasiparticle mass
near xc is consistent with previous transport measurements
[13]. Therefore, even though the bare band cannot be
extracted accurately, the observed VF or quasiparticle
bandwidth renormalization provides a straightforward
illustration of BCMT [2]. Particularly, the rate of band
renormalization is much faster than the bare bandwidth
variation, highlighting the dominant role of the increased
strong correlations.
In Fig. 4(b), we plot the density of state represented by

the integrated spectral weight at EF along the cut #1 in
Fig. 3. It shows similar doping dependence as the specific
heat linear coefficient γ reproduced from Ref. [13]. Both
quantities show a peak at around x ¼ 1, which is the critical
point between the PM and AFM phases, where the spin
fluctuations lead to a large γ value [13]. The density of state
at EF does not exhibit any anomaly across the Mott
transition, and it is still finite even for the insulator.
Similarly in Fig. 4(c), the incoherent spectral weight

dominates the spectrum at lower dopings, and crosses
the Mott transition smoothly. In contrast, the coherent
weight diminishes at the Mott transition for both the cuts #2
and #3. Intriguingly, the decreasing rates are accelerated
near the Mott transition for both the coherent and incoher-
ent weight.
The spectral weight transfer and band narrowing char-

acters of the BCMT in NiS2−xSex partially resemble the
physical picture established in a single band Hubbard
model, and the picture of Brinkman and Rice. However,
the anomalously large incoherent spectral weight found
here (observed in optical conductivity as well [35]) is
beyond these models based on single band. Such an
absence of a clean gap is likely related to the non-half-
filled multiband nature of NiS2−xSex. It requires more
sophisticated multiband calculations with proper consid-
eration of the strong correlations. In fact, the BCMTof this
system could alternatively be viewed as a coherent-
incoherent transition, where the incoherent spectral weight
gradually dominates at EF due to rapidly increasing strong
correlations. In this way, the system is converted from a bad
metal to a bad insulator, as found by resistivity and optical
measurements [21,36]. Similar coherent-incoherent MIT
characterized by finite incoherent spectral weight at EF in
the high temperature insulating phase has been observed
before in polaronic systems [37–39]. It would be instructive
to investigate the MIT from the AFM phase to the AFI/PI
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phase in NiS2−xSex with increasing temperature in future
SX-ARPES experiments.
To summarize, we have presented the detailed electronic

structure evolution across the BCMT in NiS2−xSex, a
multiband non-half-filled system. We found that the FS
volume is unaffected by sulfur doping in the PM and AFM
phases, and the bare bandwidth is just moderately nar-
rowed. The increased correlations transfer the spectral
weight into higher binding energies, reduce the coherent
bandwidth, suppress the coherent spectral weight, and
eventually lead to the Mott transition that is characterized
by a divergent effective quasiparticle mass and a depleted
coherent weight at EF. Moreover, the insulating phase is
characterized by the finite incoherent spectral weight at EF

without opening a charge gap. These results deepen our
understanding of Mott transitions.
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